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Abstract
Onemode of atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM) is frequency-modulationAFM, inwhich the tip is driven
to oscillate at its resonance frequencywhich changes as the tip interactswith the surface. Frequency-
modulation lateral forcemicroscopy (FM-LFM) is the variant of this technique inwhich the tip is
oscillated along the surface. For an isolated adsorbate on aﬂat surface, the only signal in FM-LFMis
causedby the short-range interactionwith the adsorbate.Various deconvolutionmethods exist to
convert the observed frequency shift into themore physically relevant parameters of force and energy.
While thesemethods are often used for FM-AFMdata, the highnumber of inﬂectionpoints of FM-LFM
datamake standard deconvolutionmethods less reliable. In this article, wepresent amethodbased on
Fourier decompositionof FM-LFMdata and apply it to data takenof an isolatedCOmolecule on the
Pt(111) surface.Weprobe the potential energy landscape past the potential energyminimumand show
howover an adsorbate, the potential energy can be evaluatedwith a single FM-LFMimage.
1. Introduction
Oneof the ongoing challenges in theﬁeld of atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM) is to improveprecision and spatial
resolution. In this regard, frequency-modulation (FM)AFMhas beenquite successful [1, 2]. FM-AFMis a dynamic
technique inwhich the tip is driven to oscillate at its resonance frequency. Interactionwith the surface changes that
resonance frequency and the resulting frequency shift,Δf, is onemeasure of the tip-sample interaction. This
methodhas beenused to push the boundaries ofwhatwas considered to be possiblewith forcemicroscopy, having
beenused to image spin contrast at the atomic scale [3] and the internal structure of amolecular adsorbate [4].
Far from the surface, the cantilever acts as a springwith spring constant k and the tip oscillates at an
unperturbed resonance frequency *p= ( )f k m1 20 , wherem* is the effectivemass of the system. The
frequency shift can be understood by considering the interaction between tip and sample as an additional spring
with stiffness kts.When the tip oscillates in the x direction, = - =/ /k F x E xd d d dxts 2 2, where Fx is the
component of force in the x direction, andE is the potential energy [1]. If it were the case that kts is constant over
the tip oscillation, andwith the approximation that k kts,Df can bewrittenD = ( ( ))f f k k20 ts. This is,
however, rarely the case, especially when investigating physical phenomena that have length scales of tens of
picometers. Instead, the exact formulamust be considered [5, 6]:
D = á ñ( ) ( ) ( )f x f
k
k x
2
. 10 ts
The effect of the tip’s oscillation is taken account in theweighted force gradient á ñ( )k xts :
òpá ñ = + --( ) ( ) ( )k x A k x q A q q2 d . 2A
A
ts 2 ts
2 2
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In this equation, q is a variable of integration describing the oscillation of the tip around a center position xwith
an amplitudeA. The challenge, therefore, is towork backwards from the observedΔf to determine the integrand
andwith it force and energy.
The twomost commondeconvolutionmethodsused to convert theΔfdata of FM-AFMexperiments to force
and energy are the Sader–Jarvismethod [7] and theMatrixmethod [6]. Bothof thesemethods take a line of data along
thedirectionof the tip oscillation fromapointwhere the forces and energy canbe assumed tobe zero (i.e. far from the
sample) to thedistanceof interest. TheMatrixmethod is amethod that starts bydescribing the transformation from
force toΔf as amatrixwhich canbe inverted. In the Sader–Jarvismethod, the force curve ismodeled as a sumof
exponential functions (Laplace transform). It then applies an approximation to invert theΔf signal to reconstruct
force andpotential energy. Recently, a problemhas been identiﬁedwithbothof thesemethods in that they can suffer
frombeing ill-posed for a given force curve and amplitude [8, 9]. Themathematical problemof reconstructing force
and energy for anobservedΔfdataset canhavemultiple solutions, someofwhich arenon-physical.
In FM lateral forcemicroscopy (LFM) the tip oscillates parallel to the surface [10, 11].We accomplish this by
rotating our sensor, as sketched inﬁgure 1. This dynamicmode is the natural extension to the successful contact-
modeLFM [12, 13]. In this conﬁguration, themeasurement is not sensitive to long-range van derWaals and
electrostatic forces that are normal to the surface, but rather to interactionswith a strong lateral component
[14, 15] for example, fromanearby step edge [16]. Thismakes frequency-modulation lateral forcemicroscopy
(FM-LFM) ideal for investigating the short-range interactions between the tip and an isolated adsorbate onaﬂat
terrace [17]. One challengewithFM-LFMdata is the deconvolution fromΔf back to themore physical
descriptions of a systemof force and energy. Themathematical descriptionof the relationbetween force, energy
and frequency shift remains the same as it is for FM-AFMand inprinciple has the samechallenges associatedwith
it. This is true in our setup,whereweuse a qPlus sensor [18] in theﬁrstﬂexuralmode [11].When lateral forces are
detectedwith the torsionalmodeof a soft sensor [10, 19, 20], then themotionof the normalmodemust also be
taken into account [14]. Evenwhenonly theﬁrstﬂexuralmode is laterally excited, the typicalΔf curve for FM-
LFMdata along the directionof tip oscillation (required to calculate force and energy)hasmanymore inﬂection
points than typical FM-AFMdata, causing it to fall directly into the set of curves forwhich the force and energy
deconvolution by either the Sader–JarvismethodorMatrixmethod is ill-posed (seeﬁgure 1(b) in [9]).
Anothermethod to estimate the potential energy landscape that corresponds toΔf data is to start from a
model potential with a given set of parameters (e.g. aGaussian functionwhere thewidth and depth are free
parameters). If themodel is appropriate, then the problemof ill-posedness is avoided asΔf can be calculated
directly from themodel, and the parameters can be chosen tominimize the least-squares error between the
experimental signal and themodel output. The problemwithmodels based, e.g. onMorse interactions [17] or
on a sumofGaussian functions [21] is that they are not generally applicable. This has prompted us to implement
a force and energy deconvolutionmethod that is applicable for potential energy curves that are periodic.While
this is rarely the case for FM-AFMdata, it is often the case for FM-LFMdata. In particular, when scanning
laterally above an adsorbate on aﬂat terrace, as sketched inﬁgure 2(A), the potential energy far from the
adsorbate on either side is the same. This is also true for periodic systems including surface reconstructions.
In this article, we introduce amethod of force and energy deconvolution that is based upon a Fourier
decomposition, building on an idea that we introduced in [22]. In short, if the frequency shift is periodic, then it
can be decomposed into a Fourier series. The coefﬁcients describingΔf directly relate to the coefﬁcients that
describe the periodic potential energy, and therefore can directly yield the potential energy and lateral force. The
derivation is shown in section 2.We then apply our Fouriermethod in section 3 to evaluate the lateral forces
above a single COmolecule on Pt(111).
Figure 1. (A)The typical FM-AFMsetup has a tip attached to a cantileverwhich is driven to oscillate normal to the surface. (B)The
equivalent FM-LFM setup has a tip attached to a cantilever such that it oscillates laterally along the surface. Themagnitude of
oscillation isA. Our cantilever has a length of 1.23 mm, and the tip is driven to oscillate with amplitudes aroundA≈100 pm.
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1.1. The challengewith FM-LFMdata
Asnoted above, oneof thehallmarks of FM-LFMdata are themany inﬂectionpoints along aΔf curvewhich can
cause the standarddeconvolutionmethods to beunreliable [8].We canmodel the interactionbetween a tip apex and
an adsorbatewith aMorse potential to illustrate these challenges. The inaccuracyof deconvolutionmethodshas been
previously discussed and estimated in the context of FM-AFMdata [7, 23, 24]; herewe consider inaccuracy in the
context of FM-LFMdata. Figure2(B) shows the calculatedpotential energy curve for a tipmoving above an adsorbate
withparametersσ=300pmandλ=70pm, at a relative height above the center of the adsorbate of 250 pm.
From the potential energy curve, the frequency shift can be calculated via equations (2) and (1). This
calculation requires the spring constant of the sensor, here given to be k=1150 Nm−1, the amplitude of the tip
oscillation, here chosen to beA=20 pm, and the center frequency, here chosen to be f0=42 000 Hz. It is
shown as a black line inﬁgure 2(D). The calculatedΔf line is 3 nm long and consists of 1024 data points. These
values have been chosen as they are typical values for such an experimental setup.
From themodel, we can directly calculate the lateral force component as the tip passes over the adsorbate,
shown inﬁgure 2(C) as a black line. From the idealΔf curve, we applied the Sader–Jarvismethod, theMatrix
method, and our Fouriermethod to calculate the lateral forces. The results are shown inﬁgure 2(C), where the
Fouriermethod reproduces the force, and both othermethods are inaccurate around themaxima (shown in the
inset) andminima: The actual value of force at themaximum is 154.5 pN. The Sader–Jarvismethod has an error
of 16.3 pN; theMatrixmethod has an error of 11.0 pN and the Fouriermethod has an error of 0.3 pN. Both the
Sader–Jarvismethod and theMatrixmethod are designed to deconvolute FM-AFMdata froma point far from
the surface to a point close to the surface.We integrated from a large value of x to a smaller value. At the global
minimum, the inaccuracy of the Sader–Jarvismethod is 24.7 pN. The inaccuracy of theMatrixmethod can be
decreased by increasing the density of data points [24].
In [9], two criteria are proposed to judgewhether a force curve is ill-posed for a given amplitude range at
each of its inﬂection points. The force curve from theMorsemodel, shown in ﬁgure 2(C), hasﬁve inﬂection
Figure 2. (A) Schematic of the FM-LFM sensor. Tip oscillation direction is shownwith awhite double-headed arrow. The scan
direction is taken in the same direction, a requirement to convert the observedΔf into force and energy. The interaction between tip
and surface was considered by aMorse interaction between the apex tip atom and a surface particle. x, y and z are here deﬁned for the
remainder of the article. (B)The calculated potential energy curve as a function of the lateral position. (C)The calculated frequency
shift was converted back into force and the output of various deconvolutionmethods compared to the force from themodel.
(D) From the deconvoluted forces, the frequency shift was calculated and compared to themodel.
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points. For this curve, the inﬂection points at 1.8 and 1.2 nm are ill-posed for amplitudes between 70 and
913 pm; the inﬂection points at 1.6 and 1.4 nm are ill-posed for amplitudes between 48 and 681 pm; and the
inﬂection point at 1.5 nm is ill-posed for amplitudes between 42 and 748 pm.Already this points to a large
challenge for converting FM-LFMdata into force and energy if a typical force curve is ill-posed for such a large
range of typically-used amplitudes. Nonetheless, we chose to generate theΔfwith an amplitude outside of this
ill-posed range for a fair comparison.
Evenwith our amplitude ofA=20 pm, and a density of 1024 data points/3 nm, the force estimates of the
Sader–Jarvis and theMatrixmethod had a signiﬁcantly higher error than the Fouriermethodwhen compared to
themodel force curve, as shown inﬁgure 2(C).When converting these force curves back to aΔf signal, only the
Fouriermethod reproduced themodelΔf curve. This test data already indicate a strong advantage of the Fourier
method for deconvolving FM-LFMdata.
2. Fourier-deconvolution basedmethod to estimate force and energy
This sectionwill again use the coordinate convention deﬁned inﬁgure 2(A), where z is the vertical component,
x is the direction of the tip oscillation, and y is perpendicular to both z and x. Deconvolution to force and energy
requires a line of FM-LFMdata along the direction of tip oscillation, orΔf (x), for a given y, zposition.We
consider a line of length L that is long enough so that the effect of the adsorbate on themeasurement is negligable
at the ends (x=0 mand x=L), and therefore the potential energy at either end of the linemust be the same. As
the z and y values are constant for this line, wewriteEy,z(x)≔E(x, y, z). Ey,z(x) can bewritten as a Fourier series
with components an and bn:
å p p= +
=
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )E x a n L x b n L xsin
2
cos
2
. 3y z
n
N
n n,
1
The coefﬁcients an and bn are functions of y and z, and could also bewritten = ( )a a y z,n n and bn=bn(y, z). The
sum is taken toN, whosemaximal value is given by theNyquist frequency. Although in this case wavenumber is
amore appropriate term than frequency, theNyquist frequency is a general term given to half of the sampling
rate. In this case, the highest sampledwavenumber is half of the number of data points divided by the length of
the line L. Furthermore, the n=0 term can be neglected as the zero position of potential energy is set at a given
point, for example, far from the adsorbate.
The lateral force (i.e. force component in the x-direction) follows as = -( ) ( )/F x E x xd dy z y z, , :
å p p p p= - +
=
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )F x a
n
L
n
L
x b
n
L
n
L
x
2
cos
2 2
sin
2
. 4y z
n
N
n n,
1
And the force gradient = -( ) ( )k x F x xd dy z y zts, , , :
å p p p p= - -
=
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )k x a
n
L
n
L
x b
n
L
n
L
x
2
sin
2 2
cos
2
. 5y z
n
N
n nts, ,
1
2 2
Inserting equation (5) into equation (2) to take into account the tip oscillation and derive theweighted force
gradient yields
å p p p p p pá ñ = - -
=
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )k x a
n
AL
n
L
x J
nA
L
b
n
AL
n
L
x J
nA
L
4
sin
2 2 4
cos
2 2
6y z
n
N
n nts ,
1
1 1
J1 is the Bessel function of theﬁrst kind andﬁrst order.
Assuming that the data start and endwith an average of 0 Hz, a line of FM-LFMdata at a given z height and
constant y position,Δfy,z(x)≔Δf (x, y, z), can be decomposed as a Fourier series with componentsαn andβn:
å a p b pD = +
=
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )f x n L x n L xsin
2
cos
2
. 7y z
n
N
n n,
1
Comparing equation (6)with equation (7) via equation (1),αn andβn directly yield an and bn:
a p= - p⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( ) ( )a
k
f
AL
n J
2
4
1
, 8n n nA
L
0 1
2
b p= - p⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( ) ( )b
k
f
AL
n J
2
4
1
9n n nA
L
0 1
2
an and bn can be used towrite an analytic expression for lateral force via equation (4) and potential energy via
equation (3).
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2.1. Numeric implementation
To implement the above equations, we used a scalar projection of the data onto the relevant sine or cosine
functions. That is, anwas estimated by a numeric integral of pD ( ) · ( )f x nx Lsin 2 divided by the appropriate
normalization factor, in this case L/2. An implementation of this function inMATLAB is provided as a
download from the supplementalmaterial available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/083007/mmedia.
Although the formulae presented in the above section aremathematically correct, numeric implementation
of them is another challenge.When converting fromαn andβn to an and bn, a division by
p( )J nAL1 2 is required.
Theﬁrst zero-crossing of J1 function is at
p » ( )nA
L
2
3.8317. 10
The number of components before this ﬁrst zero-crossing is
p< » ( )n
L
A
L
A
3.8317
2 2
. 11
For a line scan of 2 nmacquiredwith an oscillation amplitude of 50 pm, this results in 20 components. As L
increases, so does the number of components before the ﬁrst crossing.We have seen that increasing L leads to
less ringing in the potential energy calculations.
In general, a band-pass ﬁlter can be used to remove the unwanted higher-order components. Although this
is not necessarywhen calculating potential energy, we have found the higher order components to play a large
role in the force estimate.
3. Lateral forces over aCOmolecule on aPt(111) surface
Weapplied the Fouriermethod to determine the potential energy between the tip and isolatedCOmolecules on
the Pt(111) surface over a range of tip-sample distances. The Pt(111) sample was cleanedwith repeated sputter
and anneal cycles until the defect density was considered to be low enough. Residual carbon defects were
observed in the STM images as atomic-scale defects of lower conductance [25], whereas COmolecules were
observed as atomic-scale features with higher conductance [26, 27]. Data were collected in a low-temperature
(Hebath)CreaTecGmbHSTM/AFMsystemwith home-built FM-LFM sensors. For the data presented here,
Figure 3.STMandFM-LFMimages of aCOmolecule and three carbondefects onPt(111). 2 meVbias voltage. (A) and (B), 150pmabove
closest approach. (C) and (D), closest approach.Thedirectionof tip oscillation ismarkedby awhite double-headed arrow in (B).
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the amplitude of oscillationwas 42.5 pm. The scan directionwas adjusted so that the oscillation direction is in
the fast scan direction. For data shown inﬁgures 3, 4(A) and 5(A), this corresponds to the horizontal direction.
Constant-height STMand corresponding FM-LFM images are shown inﬁgure 3. TheCOmolecule appears
as a bright feature in the STM image. The tip oscillation is shown by the double-headed arrow inﬁgure 3(B). The
amplitude of the oscillationwasmuch smaller than indicated by the double-headed arrow, and therefore has
little effect on the STM image. In the simultaneously-acquired FM-LFM image theCOappears as a dark-bright-
dark feature along the direction of the tip oscillation. This signature is indicative of attractive interaction
between the tip and sample [21].
Closer to the surface the carbon defects start to show a brighter feature, shown inﬁgure 3(C). In the FM-LFM
image, shown inﬁgure 3(D), themagnitude of theΔf ismuch higher and a new feature can be seen in the center.
This additional sharp decrease inΔf in the center is a signature of a repulsive feature [21].
We collected a three-dimensional set of data above theCOmolecule. Figure 4(A) shows theΔf data as a
function of both lateral position in the direction of the tip oscillation and vertical position. For each line, we
applied the Fouriermethod to determine the potential energy, shown inﬁgure 4(B). At each height, we set the
potential energy to zero far from the adsorbate. This convention is common in FM-AFMstudies of isolated
adsorbates and is typically performedwith the on–off technique [28]. The resulting lateral force component
(force component in the direction of the tip oscillation) is shown inﬁgure 4(C). Line scans at various tip-sample
heights of potential energy and lateral force are given inﬁgures 4(E) and (F).
The potential energy directly over the center of the COmolecule can be plotted as a function of vertical
height, shown inﬁgure 4(D), where aminimumof approximately 87 meV can be seen. To put this value into
context, we can compare to previous studies of a tip interacting with a single CO adsorbate. On aCu(111)
substrate, a CO-terminated tip yielded a potential energyminimumof approximatey 10 meV, and the energy
minimumbetween ametal tip and aCOmolecule could not be reached [29]. The energyminimumbetween a
metal tip and aCOmolecule on theCu(111) surface has been estimated to be 200 meV [30].
Figure 4. (A)Δf data as a function of height over theCOmolecule shown inﬁgure 3. The datawere convertedwith the Fouriermethod
to (B) energy and (C) lateral force. (D)Energy as a function of tip-sample distance above the adsorbate showing a potenital energy
minimumof approximately 87 meV. (E) Line scans of the potential energy at various height. Height is relative to the closest approach
in this dataset. (F)Corresponding force proﬁles. At the closest approach in this dataset, themaximumandminimum forces (marked
by red dots)were 68 pN and−63 pN.
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Finally, one of the great appeals of FM-LFMis thatwith one single image, the correspondingpotential energy
image canbedirectly calculated. For a potential energy image to be evaluatedwith FM-AFM,Δfdatamust be
collected—for each x, yposition—over a range from theheight atwhich the potential energy image is desired to a
pointwhere the short-range contribution is no longer present. Acquiring a three-dimensional dataset usually takes
hours, in comparison to theminutes it takes for a single image. A FM-LFMimage is shown inﬁgure 5(A), with a
very sharp feature in the center of theCOmoleculewith a FWHM (fullwidth at halfmaximum)of 63 pm.Thedata
can then be converted, line-by-line, into potential energy, shown inﬁgure 5(B).Here the shape of themoleculewith
the attractive ring and the potential energybump in themiddle,most likely causedbyPauli repulsion, can be seen.
Figure 5(C) shows the potential energy calculated from the Sader–Jarvismethod. The integration direction
was from right to left. Past themany inﬂection points over the center of the CO, the energy estimate becomes less
reliable. This is a hard example of the inaccuacies discussed inﬁgure 2(C), where the inaccuracies get larger over
further inﬂection points. Similar problems can be seenwhen integrating from left to right, as shown in
ﬁgure 2(D). It is also an excellent example that illustrates the advantages of the Fouriermethod.
4. Conclusions
With the continuous development of forcemicroscopy, new techniques are required that can convert the
measured signal into the physicallymeaningful quantities of force and energy. The Sader–Jarvismethod is based
around a Laplace transform,which represents a function as a series of decreasing exponential functions [7]. This
is a logical starting point when consideringΔf (z) curves in FM-AFMdata, but not the ideal choice of basis
functionswhen considering FM-LFMdata.We have implemented amethod for FM-LFMdata based on Fourier
decomposition that enforces periodic boundary conditions in the potential energy. This takes into account the
physical setup encountered in LFMexperiments inwhich data is acquired of an isolated adsorbate on aﬂat
terrace. The spatial resolution in the FM-LFMdata that we show is on the order of tens of picometers.With the
Figure 5. (A) FM-LFM image of a single COmolecule. (B)Corresponding potential energy image calculated by the Fouriermethod.
(C)Potential energy image calculatedwith the Sader–Jarvismethod starting the integration from the right-hand side. (D)Potential
energy calculatedwith the Sader–Jarvismethod starting from the left-hand side.
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Fouriermethod, we demonstrated the unique power of FM-LFM: to evaluate the potential energy landscape
froma single image.
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